
WASTE OIL DRAINERS

Art. no. US 3185

Mobile gravity waste oil drainer, equipped with antisplash screen wich can be used as a support for draining 
oil fi lters.

Art. no. Collection 
capacity Connections Weight

US 3185/20 6 gal 3/4” NPT (F) 40 lb

US 3185 18.5 gal 3/4” NPT (F) 57 lb

US 3185/110 29 gal 3/4” NPT (F) 84 lb

Art. no. US 3179

Mobile waste oil gravity drainer, suitable for the use under lifts, with collection container of 24 gal capacity, 
level gauge, two fi xed wheels and two castors, with wide collection bowl in painted steel of 2.64 gal capacity 
including removable anti splash grid, 5’ discharge hose. 

OPTIONAL:
- metal crown drain adapter, 
 permits to enlarge the collection diameter of the drain 
 bowl (= art. no. 3299).

Art. no. US 3179

Art. no. US 3185

Art. no.
Capacity 

collection 
bowl

Height 
adjustable 

Capacity 
collection 
container

Max. 
collection 
quantity

Discharge 
pressure Weight

US 3179 2.64 gal 41’’ - 63’’ 24 gal 21.13 gal 7 psi 62 lb

Diametro 590 mmDiametro 590 mm

Art. no. 3299   OPTIONAL Metal crown drain adapter, permits 
the enlargement of the collection 
diameter of the drain bowl.

Ø 15.8’’

diameter 23’’

Art. no. US 3024

Mobile waste oil suction unit, with collection 6.34 gal container, including level gauge, suction hose, kit of 
suction probes in diff erent diameters, suction adapters and storage bowl.
The unit can be discharged manually by taking off  the cap on top of the container.

Art. no.
suction probe

Ø suction 
probe

Suction speed at oil 
temperature 64°F

Suction speed at oil 
temperature 140°F

US 2995 0.24’’ 0.07 gpm 0.40 gpm

US 2998 0.32’’ 0.40 gpm 0.66 gpm

Art. no. Max 
vacuum

Time for 
creating 
vacuum

Capacity 
collection 
container

Max 
collection 
quantity

Discharge 
pressure Weight

US 3024 11.6 psi 1,5 min 6.34 gal 5.4 gal manual 22 lb

Art. no. US 3024

Art. no. US 3020

OIL BLITZ – Mobile waste oil suction unit, composed of a pneumatic rotary gear pump,  suction hose, kit 
of suction probes in diff erent diameters, suction adapters, storage bowl, two wheels trolley and 5.4 gal  
capacity plastic can for collection of the sucked oil.

Can be used also to suck out diesel from vehicle fuel tanks.

Art. no. US 3020

Art. no. Max 
vacuum

Pressure 
compressed air

Compression 
ratio

Consumption 
compressed air

Outlet 
pressure Weight

US 3020 11.6 psi 58 psi 1:1 47.5 gpm 58 psi 37.4 lb
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